Listen to your body, but let the soul lead the way.

WHAT IS CAMINO LITUANO?
500 km length modern pilgrimage route that runs across
Lithuania. Camino Lituano is connected with Camino Latvia in the
North and Camino Polaco in the South, that leads into joining the
European St. James Road Network. It is the first long distance
hiking route in Lithuania divided in 20 stages with an average
length of 25 km each.
Camino Lituano route is made and maintained solely by the
efforts, time and financial resources of volunteers, hiking
enthusiasts and local communities. However, the process and
further improvements are managed by independent, not-profit
NGO - Šv. Jokūbo kelio asociacija (St. James Way Association).
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natures/natural objects;
historical objects;
culture objects;
mansions;
religious objects.

Lithuania is rich in history and
nature - pilgrims will visit
churches, chapels, mounds, short
sightseeing
trails,
observation
towers,
archeological,
natural
monuments, museums, mansions,
and many sites of historical and
cultural heritage.

Camino Lituano is all in one: a
touristic, historical, religious,
spiritual,
wellness,
social,
educational
and
cultural
route, that is mostly oriented
into local communities. It is
open all year long and each
one, despite their different
views or beliefs, is welcome to
fulfil own modern pilgrimage
goals.

Extraordinary events
happen to ordinary people.

Use the waymarkers to lead you
to Santiago, but use the lessons
learned to find your way.

DETAILED ROUTE MAP:

The very first steps were made in 2016, while fully prepared route was opened in the summer of 2019.
Since then Camino Lituano is like backbone of Lithuania, that aims to:

represent traditional idea of St. James’s Way;
represent Lithuanian culture and heritage;
promote active lifestyle and wellness;
attract pilgrims from abroad;
promote the idea of modern-day pilgrimage.

CL is not only about kilometers
- Camino strengthens the heart
and opens it up, introduces to
the new people and places,
reminds Lithuanian history
and culture.

LABAS:
(Hello phrase in Lithuanian)

Long. The only fully prepared long distance
(500 km) route in Lithuania.

Attractive. Dive into journey in finding hidden
Lithuanian treasures.

.

Europe begins with the Little
Homelands, the Small World
Centers, where moral, generous
courage and creative intelligence
rise in its meadows.

Beautiful. Camino Lituano is a way of showing the real beauty
of Lithuania - its' nature of all seasons and local people.
Camino Lituano contributes and cooperates with local
communities to promote their culture in small towns. Beauty
is a fields of gold, endless stacks of green, fresh air, season
when every leaf is a flower or roadsides covered by snow
powder.

Affordable. Travel expenses will depend on the needs and
type of traveling. However, the prices of accommodation and
basic needs are friendly to pilgrims.

Simple. The route is safe, well marked, accommodated and
fully prepared for the individual or group trips. Every 300‒
500 meters or less yellow arrows and St. James yellow shells in
a blue background will show the way. Maps for each stage can
also be downloaded from the CL website. The same as list of
accomodation with prices.

Walking clears your thoughts
and mind, at that point
attitude to some things
changes, answers start coming.
Walking is the best meditation,
that gives wings to one's
dreams.

LET'S GET
IN TOUCH:

Website: caminolituano.com
Email: camino.lituano@gmail.com
Facebook: @Camino.lt

BUEN CAMINO!

